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1.1 I Let G be a reductive group over H. For any field F we can consider 
the group G(F) of F-points on G. For example, let G be the general inear 
group GIL(n). By taking F to be the real field BB, the complex field @, the 
p-adic field Q,,, or the finite ikid F,, we obtain successively the groups 
GL(n, [w), GL(n, @I), GL(n, Q$,,), and the finite group GL(n, q). 
1.2. At first glance, the groups G(F) for different fields F appear to have 
little in common with each other. I. Ceifand has conjectured that the struc- 
ture of the repre~~~~at~ons of G(F) has fundamental features which do not 
depend on a choice of F. This conjecture was a theme in Kazhdan’s talk at 
the ICM 86 18, p. 8491. We shah restrict ourselves to the real field R, the 
complex field c, and focal fields. We recall that the local fields are the finite 
extensions of the field Q, of p-adic numbers, and the finite extensions of 
the power series field F,,((x)). 
1.3. We shall obtain, in conformity with the Gelfand conjecture, a struc- 
ture theorem for the reduced C*-algebra of G(F) which is independent of 
F. The reduced C*-algebra C:(G(F)) is a version of the group algebra of 
G(F) which is well-adapted to the Plancherel theory of G(F). Quite 
explicitly, choose a left-invariant Haar measure on G(F) and form the 
Hilbett space ~*(G(~)). The left regular representation 2 of t’(G(F)) on 
L’(G(F)) is given by (~(~))~~) =.f‘* h, where fo L’(G(F)), h E L2(G(F))T 
and * denotes convolution. The C*-algebra generated by the image of A is 
the reduced C*-algebra C:(G(F)). The dual of the reduced Cc-algebra may 
be identified with the reduced dual of G(p). The reduced dual is also called 
the tempered dual. The tempered dual is the support of the Plancherel 
measure, and comprises irreducible unitary representations of G(F) whose 
Harish-Clhandra characters extend to tempered distributions on the 
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appropriate Schwartz space. The groups we deal with are linear connected 
reductive groups G(F) with F the real field, the complex field, or a local 
field. The foundations for our result are the Plancherel theorems of 
Harish-Chandra for real and p-adic reductive groups [7]. 
1.4. We shall prove our structure theorem for local fields F’. If we now 
substitute F= [w we obtain a C*-Plancherel theorem for real linear con- 
nected reductive groups. This result, in the real case, is essentially due to 
Harish-Chandra [7] and Arthur [l] and is explicitly stated in A. Wasser- 
mann [18]. We have a single statement (independent of F) but we do not 
have a single proof. However, our proof is modelled on a proof of Valette 
for real connected semisimple groups [ 173. 
Before starting the proof, ,we prefer to set the scene with some descriptive 
paragraphs. 
1.5. We begin with the role of the p-adic numbers. The field Q of 
rational numbers has a sequence of distinct norms I/ II*, (1 11 3, . . . . )I lip, . . . . 
1) /) oo, where p is a prime number. The 1) 1) o. norm is the ordinary modulus 
of a rational number. A completion of Q is called a place. The finite places 
are the p-adic fields Q,. The infinite place is the real field [w. There are 
various reasons for considering all places simultaneously. The Hasse- 
Minkowski theorem says: 
Suppose that Q(X)=c aqXiXj is a quadratic form with ati in Z and 
det(aij) # 0. Then Q(X) = 0 has a non-trivial integer solution if and only if 
it has a real solution and a p-adic solution for each prime p. 
The functional equation for the Riemann zeta function assumes its sim- 
plest form when the zeta function is modified by the expression n-““r(s/2). 
The resulting expression is then an infinite product. There is one term for 
each prime p in the Euler product, and the term n-“‘*T(s/2) then 
corresponds to the infinite place. 
1.6. We now give a descriptive summary of part of the Plancherel theory 
for reductive p-adic groups. 
The tempered dual decomposes into pieces. For each piece, one has a 
Hilbert bundle V over a compact torus T. The Hilbert bundle is a G-bundle 
and a W-bundle, where W is a certain finite group. The action of G on T 
is trivial, so that each fibre I’, carries a unitary representation (a) of G. 
The G-action and the W-action mix in the following way. Let w E W and 
0 E T and let &(w, a) map the Iibre I’, onto the libre I’,,,. Then the 
unitary operator &(w, rr) intertwines the representations n(o) and rr(wa): 
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for all g in G. If w = (T then &(M‘, a) lies in the commuting algebra 
End, n(o). In fact the commuting algebra is spanned by {&‘(w, a): 
wcr = c}. By Schur’s lemma, the representation rc(cr) is irreducible if and 
only if each intertwining operator &‘(w, 0) is scalar whenever MW = D. 
Equally well, if &‘(w, 0) is non-scalar then n(o) is reducible. 
All this information is encoded into our local C*-Plancherel theorem. 
1.7. The reducibility phenomenon hinted at in Section 1.6 is best 
approached through the example of the special linear group X(2). This 
example was very thoroughly discussed in the book by Gelfand, Graev, 
and Pyatetskii-Shapiro [23]. 
The multiplicative group Rx of the real field has a unique character of 
order 2: this character assigns + 1 to x if x > 0 and - 1 to x if x < 0. Now 
the diagonal subgroup M of SL(2, R) is isomorphic to 5%‘. The character 
(r of order 2 of M extends uniquely to a character of order 2 of the group 
P of upper triangular matrices of SL(2, R). The induced representation 
n(g) has two components: the limit of discrete series representations rc’ 
and rr -. The tempered dual of SL(2, I&!) is non-Hausdorff, the limit of 
discrete series representations comprise a double-point; and the reduced 
C*-algebra is not Morita equivalent to an abelian C*-algebra. 
Let now F be the p-adic field Q,. Let sgn,,F be the character of order 
2 assigned by local class field theory to the quadratic extension E of F. This 
character is the local norm residue symbol 
F” -+ G(E) F) 
with kernel the norm group 
N,,,E” = (x.X: XE E” }. 
The real field has a reciprocity law as well. The only proper Galois 
extension of R is the field C of complex numbers and we have the norm 
residue symbol 
with kernel the norm group 
N @,R@x ={z.z:zEcx}. 
If p is an odd prime then the p-adic field F admits three quadratic exten- 
sions, two ramified and one unramitied. Each quadratic character 0 extends 
uniquely to a quadratic character of the group P of upper triangular 
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matrices in SL(2, F). Once again the induced representation z(a) has two 
components: these are analogous to the limit of discrete series representa- 
tions for SL(2, Iw). Limits of discrete series are obtained by moving the 
appropriate discrete parameter, as in Knapp [ll, p. 3741 and Sally [22]. 
The tempered dual of SL(2, F) is non-Hausdorff; the “limit of discrete 
series” representations comprise three double-points (corresponding to the 
three quadratic extensions of F); and the reduced C*-algebra is not Morita 
equivalent to an abelian C*-algebra. It is not our intention to discuss 
K-theory in the present article, but we mention in passing that the K-theory 
of the reduced C*-algebra is sensitive to these double-points [13]. These 
double-points are “folding points” in the appropriate 1 -dimensional 
orbifolds. 
Note that we have a single statement: the local norm residue symbols 
determine double-points in the tempered ual of SL(2). This is true at each 
place of Q, including the infinite place. 
The complex field is algebraically closed: it has no quadratic extensions. 
The Bore1 subgroup P of SL(2, C) admits no character of order 2. Corre- 
spondingly the tempered dual of SL(2, C) is Hausdor& the reduced 
C*-algebra is Morita equivalent to an abelian C*-algebra. 
1.8. The Weyl group of SL(2) is h/2. Let w be the generator of E/2. Now 
0 is a quadratic character of the diagonal subgroup A4 if and only if wu = 0. 
In general we have to replace M by a Levi subgroup of G, and the 
quadratic character G of A4 by a discrete series representation of A4 which 
is fixed by non-trivial elements in the Weyl group W(M). It is necessary, 
but not sufficient, for G to be fixed by w E W(M). For SL(2), we used 
the quadratic characters which were non-trivial. In general we have to 
use the discrete series representations (r of M which have a non-trivial 
R-group R(c). The induced representations ~(0) then have several 
components. Such a reducible representation z(g) is a multiple point in the 
tempered ual; and the reduced C*-algebra is not Morita equivalent to an 
abelian C*-algebra. More precisely, the direct summand of the reduced 
C*-algebra associated to (M, a) is itself not Morita equivalent to an 
abelian C*-algebra. 
1.9. Our local C*-Plancherel theorem is obtained from Harish-Chan- 
dra’s Plancherel theory (including normalized intertwining operators) with 
the aid of some straightforward ensity arguments. The C* approach helps 
us to understand the topology of the tempered dual. Each multiple point 
in the tempered dual corresponds to a folding point in an appropriate 
compact orbifold. We were alerted to these folding points by a discussion 
of SL(n, F) in Bernstein et al. [3, p. 241. The full dual of SL(n, F) is a 
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complex algebraic variety which has singularities. The folding points in the 
tempered dual correspond precisely to the singular points in the full dua!. 
The arithmetic of the p-adic field Q, enters into the fine structure of the 
tempered dual. We shall illustrate our results by the group X(3) over a 
local field. In this example the folding points can be seen very clearly, and 
their dependence on the prime p. We give this example in some detail in 
order to show the delicate interplay between arithmetic, analysis, and 
geometry which is such a prominent feature of this subject. 
2. THE C*-PLANCHEREL THEOREM 
2.1. Let F be a local field. The local field must have finite residue field, 
but it may have characteristic >O. The valuation on F will be denoted r. 
The norm of F is given by /xl,:= q “(‘), where q is the cardinal of the 
residue field. 
2.2. Let G be a connected reductive F-group and G the subgroup of all 
F-rational points in G. Let M be a Levi subgroup of G. The group MO is 
defined as the intersection of the kernels of all homomorphisms u0 x, where 
1 is a rational character of M. By a rational character of A4 we mean an 
element of X(M) = Hom,(M, F” ). The quotient M/M0 is a finitely 
generated free abelian group, whose rank is the parabolic rank of M. Let 
Y(M) denote the group of unramified unitary characters of M; these are 
the unitary characters of M which are trivial on MO. The group Y(M) is 
a compact torus whose dimension is the parabolic rank of M. 
2.3. Let E,(M) denote the set of equivalence classes of square-integrable 
representations of M. This comprises supercuspidal and special representa- 
tions. The group Y’(M) acts on E,(M) in a natural way, 
(%0)(x) = E.(x) a(x), 
where I E Y(M), CJ E E,(M), x E M. The action of Y(M) is not always free. 
The stabilizer is a product of finite cyclic groups, as in [3, p. 611. Therefore 
the orbit space is a compact torus which we shall denote by D. 
2.4. Let A4 be a Levi subgroup of G. For any CJ in E,(M) we denote by 
z(a) the representation of G unitarily induced from the extension of 0 to 
a parabolic subgroup P = MN. The representation n(a) does not depend 
on a choice of parabolic P. 
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The Weyl group W(M) is defined as N,(M)/M, the normalizer of M in 
G modulo M. If 0 is a unitary representation of M then WC is defined as 
(W@)(X) =dyxy-‘) (x E Ml, 
where w E W(M) and y is a representative of w in G. 
Let D be an orbit of Y(M) in E,(M). If D is one orbit then w. D is 
another. Let W(M, D) denote the stabilizer of D: 
W(M, D)=(wE W(M): w.D=D}. 
One orbit D is chosen in each W(M)-orbit. 
2.5. THEOREM (C*-Plancherel Theorem for Reductive p-adic Groups). 
The reduced C*-algebra C,*(G) is a countable direct sum. Each component 
is isomorphic to 
{f&(D,k):f(wa)=d( w, o)f(c) d(w, a)-‘for all w in W(M, D)}. 
One Levi subgroup M is chosen in each conjugacy class, D is an orbit in 
E,(M), and -QI( w, a) are normalized intertwining operators. The projection of 
C,*(G) onto each component is determined by the partial Fourier transform 
clD. Here, 
(@-D(cp))(C) = 4a)(v), 
where cp is a test-function in C,*(G) and 
4a)(v) = s, v(g) Na)(g) & 
Integration is with respect to a chosen Haar measure dg. 
2.6. ProojI This proof is modelled on a proof of Valette for real semi- 
simple groups [ 171. 
Notation. Let A denote the reduced C*-algebra C:(G). We shall refer 
to 
{f~C(D,k):f(wa)=~(w,a)f(a)~(w,~)-’ 
for all w in W(M, D)} 
as a component C*-algebra. Let C denote the C*-direct sum of the compo- 
nent C*-algebras. 
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Define the partial Fourier transform cc, as in Section 2.5. Let V, be the 
Hilbert space of the induced representations (rc(c): CJ E D), let k( V,) 
denote the elementary C*-algebra of compact operators on V,, and let I” 
denote bounded maps. Now the reduced C*-algebra is liminal [4] and we 
have 
LX”: C,*(G) -+ I”(D, k( Vn)). 
The intertwining relations 
7c(w(T) =d(w, CT) n(a) d(u’, a)- ’ (M. in W(M, D)) 
imply that a, maps C:(G) into 
2.6.1. The parameter space Z is the disjoint union of compact 
orbifolds: 
Z= u D/W(M, D). 
Let cp be a test-function, i.e., a locally constant compactly supported 
complex-valued function on G. The trace Paley-Wiener theorem for 
reductive p-adic groups says that 
CJ H Tr HO) 
is 0 on the complement of finitely many components in the parameter space 
[Z]. Since 
we see that z(o)(q) is 0 on a neighbourhood of infinity in Z. 
2.6.2. Norm continuity of aD(x). Let cp E H(G) and set 
F: D --t k( V,,), CT++ 7Go)((P). 
Then F is weakly continuous, as in [7, p. 2701. Also F is obviously 
bounded. Further, r~ H Tr F(a) is continuous, by [ 19, Lemma 2.11. By [ 12, 
p. 2431, there exists a neighbourhood U of co, and a finite-rank projection 
P, such that 
IIF - PF(a)PII < 6 (0 E U). 
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By weak continuity of F, u I+ PF(a)P is norm continuous. Hence there is 
a neighbourhood Vc U such that 
IIf’(a) - 4~o)ll 
6 IIF(PF(o)PII + I(PF(a)P-PF(o,)PII + JlPF(a,)P-F(a,)(l <3& 
for all 0 E V. Hence F is norm continuous. 
We now extend this result to norm continuity of 0 H rc(g)(x). Given x 
in A choose a test-function cp such that 1(x - cpII <E. Now take c, rr’ close 
in D so that /ln(o)cp-z(a’)cpll <E. Then 
IbD(x)~-aD(x)d 
d Ila,(xb-aD(cp + Il~D(cpb-~D(cp)~‘ll + Il~DW~‘-~Dbb’ll 
< Iln(~)(x-cp)II +c+ lb((f)((P--x)Il 
< 3E. 
Hence aD(x) is norm continuous for each x in A. 
At this stage we have proved that the global Fourier transform CI = @ a, 
determines a *-homomorphism 
a:H(G)+C. 
Here, H(G) is the Hecke algebra of locally constant compactly supported 
functions on G. 
2.6.3. Let x E A, g E Z. Now 
lb(x)4 = II4~)xll< llxll 
so that 
Ila(x)ll = sup{ Il4x)d : ce ZJ 
d IIXII. 
Hence rx maps A into the direct product of the component C*-algebras. If 
(Pi +x in A then Ila(cp,,)-a(x)11 < II~n-xlI -+O. By 2.6.1 we have that 
a(cp,) lies in C. So {a((p,)} is a Cauchy sequence in C. Hence a(x) lies in 
the direct sum. So we have a *-homomorphism a: A -+ C. 
Let x # 0 in A. There exists rc in the dual of A such that z(x) # 0 (take 
7c such that Ilrc(x)ll = jlxll). Now the dual of A may be identified with the 
tempered dual of G. By the Plancherel theorem [7, p. 3671 each rc in the 
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tempered dual of G is a component of K(C) for some (T in the parameter 
space 2. Hence X((T)X # 0. Hence M(X) # 0. So we have a *-monomorphism 
a:A+C 
which is automatically isometric [6, 1.8.31. 
2.6.4. Surjectiuity. At this stage we have an isometric *-mono- 
morphism 
z:A-+C. 
We now determine the structure of each C*-component. 
The Harish-Chandra commuting algebra theorem [16] says that the 
intertwining operators { d( w, g): M; E W(M, D)} span the commuting 
algebra End, n(c). This commuting algebra is a finite-dimensional *-algebra, 
hence is semisimple. 
Consider the W(M, D)-orbits in D. The intertwining relations imply 
immediately that 
End, n(wa) = Ad .d(w, CJ)’ .End, n(g). 
In other words, the commuting algebras parameterized by (M, a) and 
(M, ~0) are spatially isomorphic: 
End, 7c(wc) ‘v End, n(a). 
NOW ,f(o) is any compact operator in the double commutant of the image 
of n(a). Let 
7c(a)=n,(a)7-c,@ ... @n,(a)n, (*I 
be a decomposition of n(a) into isotypic components. Now 
End,(n,(a) T, n,.(o) n,) = M(n,(o), End,(n,)) = M(n,(a), C) 
by Schur’s lemma. Then f(a) is any operator in 
n,(fl)kO ... @n.,(a)k, 
where this decomposition follows (*). The notation nk means the diagonal 
subalgebra of M(n, k). 
Let T[ be an irreducible representation of C. Then 71 is evaluation at a 
point c in D composed with projection P, onto an elementary component 
p in k( V,): 
7.u) = P,(.f(a)). 
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Thus rc is parametrized by a pair (0, p). The restriction of rc to A is there- 
fore a component in the L-packet of rc(c). In particular the restriction of 
71 to A is irreducible. 
Let rt and n’ be inequivalent irreducible representation of C. Then nlA 
and rc’[ A are either components in distinct L-packets, or are distinct 
components in the same L-packet. Either way, ~1 A and rc’l A are 
inequivalent. 
Therefore the image a(A) of A is a rich sub-C*-algebra of the liminal 
C*-algebra C (in the terminology of Dixmier [6, 11.1.11). By Dixmier [6, 
11.1.61 we have u(A)= C. This concludes the proof of the C*-Plancherel 
theorem. In the course of this proof, we have established the following. 
2.7. COROLLARY. If X((T) is irreducible for all G in E,(M) then the 
component P-algebra is 
C(DIW(M DX k), 
which is Morita equivalent o the abelian P-algebra 
C(WVM D)). 
2.8. Let W= W(M, D) and consider the action of the finite group W on 
the compact manifold D. Now D admits a W-invariant cell-structure. This 
invariant cell-structure determines a cell-structure on the compact orbifold 
D/W. Then D/W is a finite C W-complex. Let CJ E D and let W(a) be the 
stabilizer of 0. Then D/W is stratified: the stabilizer W(a) is constant on 
each cell. In particular, W(a) is trivial on each cell of top dimension. 
Now 
CV’IW~, D), ,415 
a semidirect product with W’(a) a normal subgroup in W(o) [16]. Taken 
in conjunction with the Harish-Chandra commuting algebra theorem, we 
have 
End, n(a) N span of {&(w, a): w E R(a)}. 
Although W(a) is constant on each cell, the R-group R(a) need not be. The 
R-group is of course trivial on the cells of top dimension, i.e., R(o) is 
genericaffy trivial. 
We have the basic equation [lo] 
-4t-l rzT 0) = v(r,, r2) -ol(r,, 0) d(r2, 0) 
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with Y,, r2 E R(o) and q a 2-cocycle of R(a). Then 
End, n(a) 2 C[R], 
the group algebra of R(o) with multiplication twisted by q: 
If there is a component of rc(a) occurring with multiplicity one, then 
@[R(o)], has a one-dimensional representation, which implies that 4 is a 
coboundary. In that case End, x(a) ‘v @[R(o)]. Then the multiplicities 
n, (a), ..., n, (0) are the degrees of the irreducible R( o)-modules. 
2.9. Let now G be a real linear connected reductive group. Let M be a 
Levi subgroup in G. We have the Langlands splitting M= M’A, where A 
is the split component of M. Then Y(M), the set of unitary characters of 
M which are trivial on Ma, identifies itself with A, the Pontryagin dual of 
A. A discrete series representation of M is given by a pair (a, v) with CI in 
E2(Mo) and 11 in a. Normalized intertwining operators are now denoted 
.d(w, cr, v) as in Knapp [ 111. The compact torus D now becomes the 
Euclidean space 2. Theorem 2.5, thus interpreted for real groups, is true 
[ 181. Corollary 2.7 is also true. The orbifold D/ W( M, D) has the structure 
of a closed simplicial cone in the Euclidean space a. 
3. TOPOLOGY ON THE TEMPERED DUAL 
3.1. We recall that A may be identified with the tempered ual of G, and 
that the parameter space Z is the disjoint union of compact orbifolds: 
Z= u D/W(M, D). 
Now Z has an obvious topology, called the natural topology: each compo- 
nent is the quotient of a compact ‘torus by a finite group, and is given the 
quotient topology. 
There is a map, denoted p, from a to Z. Given an irreducible unitary 
representation rc in 8, let o be the unique parameter such that rr is a com- 
ponent in the induced representation ~(a). Define p(x) = cr. We have then 
a surjective map 
^ 
p:A-+Z. 
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3.2. THEOREM. Let c,, tend to o in Z and suppose that n(a,) is 
irreducible. Then ~(a,) tends to each component of n(o) in the hull-kernel 
topology on 2 
Proof Let A,, AZ, . . . be an enumeration of the component C*-algebras. 
Let 
I=A,, J=A2@A3@ . . . . 
Then I and J are closed ideals in A. By Dixmier [6, 3.2.31 we have 
(1) /4=iu.?, 
(2) I^ and 3 are disjoint, 
(3) I^ and j are open. 
So the dual of each component C*-algebra is an open and closed set 
in A. 
Let H(G) be the Hecke algebra of locally constant compactly supported 
complex-valued functions on G. Let K be a maximal compact subgroup in 
G and let E be the set of minimal central projections in L’(K). Since H(G) 
is dense in A, the set B of all finite linear combinations of functions in 
E * H(G) * E is dense in E * A * E. Hence B is a dense *-subalgebra of A 
all of whose elements are boundedly represented in A^. This means that for 
each f in B we have 
rank n(f) <N (all 71 in A). 
We now quote a result of Fell [21, p. 3911 to give 
3.3. LEMMA (Fell). Let {n,: n = 1, 2, 3, . ..} and V,, Vz, . . . . Vk be elements 
in A^ (not necessarily distinct) such that 
lim Trn,(f)=Tr I’,(f)+ ... +Tr V,(f) 
n-m 
for all f in B. Then for any z in A, 71, + 7~ in the hull-kernel topology if and 
only ifn= V,for some i, 1 <i<k. 
The complex-valued function CJ w Tr n(a) is continuous on each torus D 
by Tadic [19, Lemma 2.11. If x(a) is reducible with components V,, . . . . V, 
then 
Trrc(a)f=Tr V,(f)+ ... +Tr Vk(f). 
Let on + u in Z and suppose that ~(0~) is irreducible. Then 
rc(cr,) + each component of n(a). 
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So the tempered dual of G is a locally compact space which fails to be 
Hausdorff as soon as G admits a reducible representation n(o). 
The results in this section extend earlier work of Tadic. Let A4 be a Levi 
subgroup, let U(M) be the set of unramified characters of M, and let CT be 
a supercuspidal representation of M. He proved that the set 6, of all 
unitarizable irreducible composition factors in { rc(~a): 1 E U(M)} is open 
and closed in G [20, Theorem 5.71. 
4. EXAMPLES 
4.1. Suppose that all the induced representations n(a) are irreducible. In 
that case each component C*-algebra is Morita equivalent to the abelian 
C*-algebra C(D/W(M, D)). The reduced dual is a locally compact 
Huusdorff space. Each component is a compact orbifold. The generic com- 
ponent is a compact torus of dimension less than or equal to the parabolic 
rank of G. 
4.1.1. G = GL(n) over a local field. Each component in the reduced 
dual has the homotopy type of a compact torus of dimension d with 
1 6 d < n. Reference is [ 141. 
4.2. G = X(2) over a local field. This example has been dealt with 
independently by Tadic [19] and Plymen [ 131. 
4.3. G = SL(3, a,,). In this example we shall see how the arithmetic of 
the field enters into the discussion. 
Standard Levi subgroups M,, M,, M, correspond to the partitions 
3+0,2+1,1+1+1 of3. 
M = M,. Each component C*-algebra is k, parametrized by the discrete 
series of SL(3). 
M = M, . Here W(M) is trivial. Each component C*-algebra is C( T, k), 
parameterized by the discrete series of MO. Here, T denotes the circle. 
4.3.1. M = Mz. When p # 3, p $ 1 mod 3, MO does not admit a 
character of order 3. Hence the stabilizer W(a) can only be I, Z/2, or the 
symmetric group S,. The R-groups R(a) are trivial, by results in Keys [9]. 
The C*-components are 
C( T*, k) (the generic case) 
C( Sym* T, k) 
C( T*, k)S3. 
Here, T* is the 2-torus, and Sym2T is the symmetric square of the circle. 
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The symmetric square of the circle has the homotopy type of a circle. 
4.3.2. M = MI, a minimal Levi subgroup. Now let p = 3 or 
p z 1 mod 3. Then MO admits finitely many characters of order 3. Let D be 
an orbit in E,(M) which contains a character z of order 3. The subgroup 
of W(M) which stabilizes D is Z/3. Since M is minimal, the action of Y(M) 
is free. Now !P(‘(M) can be identified with the maximal torus T3/T in the 
L-group PGL(3, C). Let A in vl( M) correspond to the coset (1, w, o*) T 
and let p in Y(M) correspond to the coset (1, w*, w) T, where o is a 
primitive cube root of unity. If CJ = r, lr, pr then the stabilizer W(O) is Z/3. 
That is, in the W(M, D)-action on the 2-torus D, there are precisely three 
fixed points. At these fixed points, R(a) = Z/3 by Keys [9]. 
By consideration of triple points in the covering map 
D + D/ W(M, D) 
we find that the Euler characteristic of the orbifold D/W(M, D) is 2. It is 
therefore homeomorphic to the 2-sphere. 
We denote the orbifold D/W(M, D) by X, and the three fixed points by 
Cl, g2,03. 
By Theorem 2.5, the component C*-algebra comprises all continuous 
maps from X to k( Vn) which, at each fixed point c, leave invariant three 
closed subspaces of V,. These subspaces depend on g. The contractibility 
of the unitary group U( VD) allows us to construct a continuous field of 
unitary operators {u,,} on X which align the subspaces at the three fixed 
points. So we may assume that the subspaces in question are independent 
of 6. Then the component C*-algebra is stably equivalent to 
{feC(X M3(@)):f(~l),f(~2),f(~3) diagonal). 
But this is the fixed-point algebra 
C( T2, End C[Z/3])“‘3, 
which is the crossed product 
C( T*) x Z/3. 
This fits in perfectly with the discussion of orbit spaces and crossed 
products in Connes’ ICM 86 lecture [S, p. 8821. This crossed product is a 
non-Hausdorff “2-sphere” with three triple-points. Each triple-point is a 
reducible representation in the unitary principal series. 
If MO admits d characters of order 3, then d of these “2-spheres” occur 
in the reduced dual of p-adic SL(3). 
This is the first known occurrence of a “2-sphere” in the reduced dual of 
a locally compact group. 
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Note added in proof: Normalization of standard intertwining operators is done with local 
coefficients, following Shahidi [24]. On the unitary axis, the zeros of the local coefficients 
exactly cancel the poles of the standard intertwining operators. An alternative normalization 
by means of local Langlands root numbers and L-functions (at least when the group is quasi- 
split and the inducing representation is generic) is described in Shahidi [25 J. I wish to thank 
A. Valette for closely reading the manuscript, and for removing error in Section 3. In [ 151, 
a sufficient condition is given for a component C*-algebra to be realized as a crossed product. 
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